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Firekeeper's Daughter Angeline Boulley

Daunis Fontaine has never quite fit in, both in her

2021-03-16 A REESE WITHERSPOON x HELLO

hometown and on the nearby Ojibwe reservation.

SUNSHINE BOOK CLUB YA PICK An Instant #1

She dreams of a fresh start at college, but when

New York Times Bestseller Soon to be adapted at

family tragedy strikes, Daunis puts her future on

Netflix for TV with President Barack Obama and

hold to look after her fragile mother. The only

Michelle Obama's production company, Higher

bright spot is meeting Jamie, the charming new

Ground. “One of this year's most buzzed about

recruit on her brother Levi’s hockey team. Yet

young adult novels.” —Good Morning America A

even as Daunis falls for Jamie, she senses the

TIME Magazine Best YA Book of All Time

dashing hockey star is hiding something.

Selection Amazon's Best YA Book of 2021 So Far

Everything comes to light when Daunis witnesses a

(June 2021) A 2021 Kids' Indie Next List Selection

shocking murder, thrusting her into an FBI

An Entertainment Weekly Most Anticipated Books

investigation of a lethal new drug. Reluctantly,

of 2021 Selection A PopSugar Best March 2021 YA

Daunis agrees to go undercover, drawing on her

Book Selection With four starred reviews,

knowledge of chemistry and Ojibwe traditional

Angeline Boulley's debut novel, Firekeeper's

medicine to track down the source. But the search

Daughter, is a groundbreaking YA thriller about a

for truth is more complicated than Daunis imagined,

Native teen who must root out the corruption in

exposing secrets and old scars. At the same time, she

her community, perfect for readers of Angie

grows concerned with an investigation that seems

Thomas and Tommy Orange. Eighteen-year-old

more focused on punishing the offenders than
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protecting the victims. Now, as the deceptions—and

was about to be married and had everything to look

deaths—keep growing, Daunis must learn what it

forward to. But it seems life has become a lot more

means to be a strong Anishinaabe kwe (Ojibwe

complicated while she has been asleep ... 'This book

woman) and how far she’ll go for her community,

is filled with the utmost compassion and it has

even if it tears apart the only world she’s ever

stayed with me long after the final page … An

known.

absolute triumph of storytelling' Penny Parkes ‘A

While I Was Sleeping Dani Atkins 2018-08-23 'Dani

touching story about love, loss, survival and an

Atkins is the undisputed queen of fiction that packs

unconventional friendship. Dani writes with heart

a huge emotional punch' heat 'Have your tissues at

and soul. Prepare to be moved’ Alice Peterson ‘A

the ready for this tear jerker of a read’ Closer

story of hope and love, this brilliant family drama

'Brings heart-wrenching surprises' Woman &

shows that none of us knows what the future holds’

Home ‘I simply adored this heart-breaking, brilliant

Prima ‘A warm and memorable novel, with a

read’ Sun A brand new and brilliant emotional

dilemma at its core, and will appeal to readers of

family drama for fans of Jojo Moyes and Dorothy

Jodi Picoult and Nicholas Sparks. Atkins deserves

Koomson, from the bestselling author of Fractured.

more recognition for her commercial fiction.

What if someone else was living your happy ever

Thoroughly enjoyable’ Independent on Sunday

after? When Maddie wakes up in a hospital bed, she

'Tear-jerker' Bella Further praise for Dani Atkins'

can't remember anything about what happened to

novels: ‘A heart-warming story of love and loss that

her or what has changed. She just remembers she

will stay with you long after the last page’My
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Weekly ‘A beautiful romance with a twist’ Woman

one of the best books I have ever read, and I don’t

‘If you like Jodi Picoult then you’ll love This

say that often!’ thelunamayblog ‘A gripping and

Love’Lovereading ‘Such a beautiful

emotional family drama … With breath-taking plot

book’Brewandbooksreview ‘A true celebration of

twists, Dani explores themes of serendipity,

life, family and relationships’culturefly ‘What a

friendship and love’ Fabulousbookfiend

stunningly beautiful love story, I’m bereft that it’s

Brothers of Were, Goddess of Love [The Men of

over’RatherTooFondofBooks ‘Heartbreakingly

Five-O #6] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting)

beautiful. A must-read’blogsbybooksby ‘Flawless’

Dixie Lynn Dwyer 2014-06-19 [Siren Menage

reabookreview ‘I wholeheartedly recommend this

Everlasting: Erotic Fantasy/Paranormal Menage a

to anyone’rachelsrandomreads ‘Poignant and

Quatre Romance, M/F/M/M, werewolves,

heartfelt’vivavoce ‘A heartbreaker of a book’

spanking, HEA] Orion and Palidor Venificus,

handwrittengirl ‘Heartbreakingly brilliant’ Daily

members of the Brothers of Were, are on the hunt

Mail 'Truly magnificent storytelling’ Veronica

for rogue wolves killing their people. Searching for

Henry 'Fans of Me Before You will love this'

their lost brother, Draco, they come across Ariella

Patricia Scanlan ‘For those of you who have ever

Crimson in danger of being attacked. They

wondered about you first love or thought about the

remember her as a child, keeping watch as their

one that got away, this story will speak to your

parents visited. The Venificus, McFay, Crimson,

heart. I read it in one sitting – and it’s

and Sinclaire packs are well connected. Ariella's all

heartbreakingly brilliant’ The Sun ‘This is easily

grown up, and their wolves are very interested.
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Being a Fae and Were, and having some plans of

Thwarted The Attempt, Had The Coup Succeeded

her own, Ariella uses magic to keep her intended

There Is No Doubt That An Intensive Class Warfare

mates at bay. She's twenty-two, and not exactly

Would Have Destroyed The Political Parties,

ready to settle down. But once she becomes the

Religious Organizations And Entire Social Classes

hunted, and her special abilities tune her into what

Committed To The Preservation Of The

is about to happen, she allows her mates to claim

Multifaceted Pluralism In The Country. The Book

her. She puts her own life in danger in order to

Deals With The Establishment Of The Biro Chusus

locate Draco and will need all the power of their

By The Chairman Of The Communist Party. D. N.

love and connection to save their pack territory

Aidit In 1964, And The Methods Used By Its

from annihilation. This is only the beginning, and

Director Sjam And His Staff To Penetrate The

Ariella's discovery is sure to change Were history

Armed Forces And Recruit Marshal Omar Dani,

for all of time. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

General Pranoto, General Supardjo, Colonel Untung,

Anatomy of the Jakarta Coup, October 1, 1965

Colonel Latief And A Score Of Other Officers For

Victor M. Fic 2004 This Is Volume Describes The

The Promotion Of The Pki S Objectives.

Most Serious Threat To The Pluralistic Nature Of

Calculated Contagion K.T. Lee 2017-11-24

The Indonesia Society And Its Secular Government

Task Force One Dixie Lynn Dwyer 2012-11-01

Posed By An Attempt Of The Communist Party Of

[Siren LoveXtreme Forever: Erotic Paranormal

Indonesia (Pki) To Seize Power On October 1, 1965.

Menage Romance, M/F/M/M/M/M/M,

While The Army Under General Suharto

werewolves, HEA] Daniella "Dani" Lynch is a
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homicide investigator in New York City. She's

The Deadly Shallows (Coastal Guardians Book #3)

worked hard to achieve her gold shield. She's tough

Dani Pettrey 2022-07-05 A deadly attack. A stolen

and has a love for guns and proving she's just as

weapon capable of immense destruction. A painful

good at her job as any man out there. She's on the

secret that threatens to tear two hearts apart. CGIS

hunt for a brutal serial killer. This individual leaves

Agent Noah Rowley is rocked to the core when

so much blood and gore at the crime scenes it's

several of his valued team members come under

difficult to gather evidence or figure out exactly

fire on his Coast Guard base. He and his remaining

who could be responsible. One night, she's

team race to the scene and end the attack, but not

following a lead and walks right into the killer's

before innocent lives are lost. Furious and grief-

path. He's not human. He's some kind of huge, wild

stricken, he vows to do whatever is needed to bring

wolf. Dani finds out that she is actually a healer and

the mastermind behind the attack to justice.

her abilities are very rare. All hell breaks loose as

Stunned by the ambush, Coast Guard flight medic

she becomes the prey of not only the killer but also

Brooke Kesler evacuates in a helicopter carrying

of a set of five sexy wolves and one irresistible

the only surviving gunman. The gravely wounded

vampire. She has some powers and charms that are

man whispers mysterious information to Brooke

desirable, and some sexy Alpha males, a charismatic

that immediately paints a target on her back. As

and charmingly handsome vampire, rogue wolves,

Brooke and Noah race to uncover answers, emotions

and evil scientists are all ready to claim Dani as their

between them ignite. Noah struggles to protect

mate. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Brooke at all costs and to conceal the secret that
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prevents him from becoming what he longs to be--

actions?

the right man for her. Everything is at stake as a

The Final Girl Support Group Grady Hendrix

horrifying truth emerges. . . . The attack wasn't the

2021-07-13 THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES

end game. It was only the beginning. "This action-

BESTSELLER VOTED GOODREADS CHOICE

packed thriller is sure to please."--IRENE

AWARD BEST HORROR NOVEL OF 2021 A

HANNON, bestselling and award-winning author

Good Morning America Buzz Pick “The horror

"I love Dani's writing, and The Deadly Shallows is

master…puts his unique spin on slasher movie

one of her best! Tightly written and dripping with

tropes.”-USA Today A can't-miss summer read,

tension. I couldn't turn the pages fast enough."--

selected by The New York Times, Oprah Daily,

CARRIE STUART PARKS, bestselling and award-

Time, USA Today, The Philadelphia Inquirer,

winning author of Relative Silence

CNN, LitHub, BookRiot, Bustle, Popsugar and the

Fugitives Sinister Saints Press 2015-11-29 The main

New York Public Library In horror movies, the

character is a fugitive... but from what? The

final girls are the ones left standing when the

authorities? The Mob? Bounty hunters?

credits roll. They made it through the worst night

Supernatural predators? A dystopian police force?

of their lives…but what happens after? Like his

Why is the main character on the run? What is

bestselling novel The Southern Book Club’s Guide

their day to day life on the run like? Are the forces

to Slaying Vampires, Grady Hendrix’s latest is a fast-

chasing them closing in? And if so, how do they

paced, frightening, and wickedly humorous thriller.

react, and what are the consequences of their

From chain saws to summer camp slayers, The
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Final Girl Support Group pays tribute to and slyly

revolutionary future takes a new turn. Justin Cord,

subverts our most popular horror films—movies like

the unincorporated man, is dead, betrayed, and his

The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, A Nightmare on

legacy of rebellion and individual freedom is in

Elm Street, and Scream. Lynnette Tarkington is a

danger. General Black is the great hope of the

real-life final girl who survived a massacre. For

military, but she cannot wage war from behind the

more than a decade, she’s been meeting with five

President's desk. So there must be a new president,

other final girls and their therapist in a support

anointed by Black, to hold the desk job, and who

group for those who survived the unthinkable,

better than the only woman resurrected from

working to put their lives back together. Then one

Justin Cord's past era, the scientist who created his

woman misses a meeting, and their worst fears are

resurrection device, the only born unincorporated

realized—someone knows about the group and is

woman. The perfect figurehead. Except that she has

determined to rip their lives apart again, piece by

ideas of her own, and secrets of her own, and the

piece. But the thing about final girls is that no

talent to run the government her way. She is a

matter how bad the odds, how dark the night, how

force that no one anticipated, and no one can control.

sharp the knife, they will never, ever give up.

The first novel in this thought-provoking series,

The Unincorporated Woman Dani Kollin

The Unincorporated Man, won the 2009

2011-08-16 There's a civil war in space and the

Prometheus Award for best novel. At the

unincorporated woman is enlisted! The epic

Publisher's request, this title is being sold without

continues. The award-winning saga of a

Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
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applied.

Hurgada, which forced the Egyptians to evacuate.

Flotilla 13 Ze ev Almog 2010-11-15 Flotilla 13 is the

Along with the successes, Almog also candidly

elite naval commando unit of the Israeli Defense

discusses his unit’s despair following the losses at

Forces that specializes in maritime hostage rescue

Green Island and threats to limit its involvement in

and counter-terrorist missions. To maintain secrecy,

future operations, and he then describes how

few of its missions have, until now, been made

Flotilla 13 was transformed into a unit of high

public. With this book, the unit’s commander, Rear

morale and performance. First published in Hebrew

Adm. Ze’ve Almog, unveils the amazing story of

in 2007, this revealing account of what went on is

Flotilla 13. For the first time, he offers details of

now available in English.

many of the unit’s operations during the War of

Guide to Federal Records in the National Archives

Attrition and the Yom Kippur War (1968-1973),

of the United States: Index United States. National

including the raids on the Adabiya coast post and

Archives and Records Administration 1995

the Green Island fortress that resulted in heavy

Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist Incidents Brent

casualties, and the unit’s dramatic sinking of two

L. Smith 2011-01 This is a print on demand edition

Egyptian torpedo boats in the Gulf of Suez. The

of a hard to find publication. Explores whether

author provides memorable first-person accounts of

sufficient data exists to examine the temporal and

the unit’s complex and courageous operations that

spatial relationships that existed in terrorist group

destroyed or captured numerous Egyptian vessels

planning, and if so, could patterns of preparatory

in the Red Sea, including the raid on the port of

conduct be identified? About one-half of the
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terrorists resided, planned, and prepared for

a starting place, the author concentrates on how

terrorism relatively close to their eventual target.

Soviet military doctrinal changes presented

The terrorist groups existed for 1,205 days from the

themselves between the conclusion of the Six-Day

first planning meeting to the date of the

War and the Yom Kippur War.

actual/planned terrorist incident. The planning

Erased Robbi McCoy 2017-01-01 One moment San

process for specific acts began 2-3 months prior to

Francisco police officer Dani Barsetti is chasing a

the terrorist incident. This study examined selected

suspect through an apartment building. The next

terrorist groups/incidents in the U.S. from

moment she wakes up in a completely different

1980-2002. It provides for the potential to identify

place and time. It’s the twenty-third century—at

patterns of conduct that might lead to intervention

least that’s what she’s being told by a group of

prior to the commission of the actual terrorist

scientists who aren’t at all happy to see her. Their

incidents. Illustrations.

agent, a man sent back in time to kill a dangerous

The Egyptian Strategy for the Yom Kippur War

terrorist, has been killed by the terrorist instead. So

Dani Asher 2009-09-12 This volume examines the

now the scientists are proposing to send Dani back

military strategy and issues that Egyptian war

in time to finish the job. It sounds great to Dani,

planners faced during the 1973 Yom Kippur War.

who only wants to get home. Except for one

Of major interest is the relationship between the

thing—her trip into the future has totally erased

political and military leaders and how that affected

her from the past. Her wife Gemma doesn’t know

the buildup and course of the conflict. Taking this as

her. Her parents and siblings have never met her.
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And the police force has no record of her. Could she

School for Girls, distinguished young women are

start over? Could Gemma fall in love with her all

trained for one of two roles in their polarized

over again? Dani has only two weeks to find out

society. Depending on her specialization, a graduate

before she must return to the future. But is two

will one day run a husband’s household or raise his

weeks long enough to fall in love? Or is it only long

children. Both paths promise a life of comfort and

enough to say goodbye…

luxury, far from the frequent political uprisings of

Federal Register 1997-12-05

the lower class. Daniela Vargas is the school’s top

We Set the Dark on Fire Tehlor Kay Mejia

student, but her pedigree is a lie. She must keep the

2019-02-26 “We Set the Dark on Fire burns bright.

truth hidden or be sent back to the fringes of

It will light the way for a new generation of rebels

society. And school couldn’t prepare her for the

and lovers.” —NPR “Mejia pens a compelling,

difficult choices she must make after graduation,

gripping story that mirrors real world issues of

especially when she is asked to spy for a resistance

immigration and equality.” —Buzzfeed Five starred

group desperately fighting to bring equality to

reviews!! In this daring and romantic fantasy debut

Medio. Will Dani cling to the privilege her parents

perfect for fans of The Handmaid’s Tale and Latinx

fought to win for her, or will she give up

authors Zoraida Córdova and Anna-Marie

everything she’s strived for in pursuit of a free

McLemore, society wife-in-training Dani has a

Medio—and a chance at a forbidden love?

great awakening after being recruited by rebel

The Unincorporated War Dani Kollin 2010-05-11

spies and falling for her biggest rival. At the Medio

The Kollin brothers introduced their future world,
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and central character Justin Cord, in The

Joanna Wayne 2017-05-01 Harlequin® Intrigue

Unincorporated Man. Justin created a revolution in

brings you three new titles at a great value,

that book, and is now exiled from Earth to the outer

available now! Enjoy these suspenseful reads packed

planets, where he is an heroic figure. The corporate

with edge-of-your-seat intrigue and fearless

society which is headquartered on Earth and rules

romance. QUICK-DRAW COWBOY The

Venus, Mars, and the Orbital colonies, wants to

Kavanaughs by Joanna Wayne All Dani Boatman

destroy Justin and reclaim hegemony over the

wants is to manage her baker and look after her

rebellious outer planets. The first interplanetary

beloved orphaned niece, Constance. But when

civil war begins as the military fleet of Earth

someone threatens to take Constance away, it's

attacks. Filled with battles, betrayals, and triumphs,

cowboy Riley Lawrence who rides to the rescue.

The Unincorporated War is a full-scale space opera

ALPHA BRAVO SEAL Red, White and Built by

that catapults the focus of the earlier novel up and

Carol Ericson After Navy SEAL Slade Gallagher

out into the solar system. Justin remains both a

saves her from Somali pirates, documentary

logical and passionate fighter for the principles that

filmmaker Nicole Hastings thinks the threat is over.

motivate him, and remains the most dangerous man

But when terrorists follow her to New York City,

alive. At the Publisher's request, this title is being

the SEAL answers the call to duty. SHEIK'S

sold without Digital Rights Management Software

RESCUE Desert Justice by Ryshia Kennie Zafir Al-

(DRM) applied.

Nassar isn't only the joint head of Nassar Securities,

Harlequin Intrigue May 2017 - Box Set 2 of 2

he's a flirt and a tease. With a Moroccan royal's life
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on the line, agent Jade Van Everett is determined

nightmare about to unfold. With CIA Agent Mary

to prove herself even as the tension between her

“Phoenix” Walker heading her first Special Ops

and Zafir takes a turn toward seduction. Look for

mission and Master Sergeant Bobby Sweeney

Harlequin Intrigue's May 2017 Box Set 1 of 2, filled

fighting demons on and off the battlefield, Task

with even more edge-of-your seat romantic

Force Valor races to stop a terrorist threat in the

suspense! Look for 6 compelling new stories every

Ukraine before Europe is turned into a radioactive

month from Harlequin® Intrigue!

wasteland. But when the terror reaches American

History Of Zionism Hershel Edelheit 2019-09-19

shores, the team is powerless to help until they can

This handbook and dictionary aims to provide the

save themselves. And when they finally track

reader with a general overview of Zionist history

down the source of the chaos, what they find is

and historiography, to tabulate all data on Zionism,

worse than anything they could have imagined.

and to gather in one source as many terms dealing

In High Places J Holland 2019-04-18 Ever since the

directly or indirectly with Zionism and Jewish

death of his wife, Lina, in a Kabul bombing, Aubrey

nationalism as possible.

Savage has been determined to fulfil his promise to

Meltdown Chuck Holton 2009-08-18 The global war

her: to find out what happened to her brother,

on terror has reached catastrophic proportions,

Jarrah, a disavowed MI5 agent who has been

leading the U.S. Special Operations EOD team–Task

missing for two years. An ex-SAS officer, Savage is

Force Valor–to Chernobyl, where ghosts of past

used to noticing the small things. So when he offers

disasters are nothing compared to the nuclear

a lift to a terrified runaway bride on the moors, he
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knows there's more to her story than meets the

through the course of the investigation, they

eye. But when she is snatched away immediately,

unearth a dark chain of deception that leads to a

leaving behind a holdall and a Glock that he

killer who is closer than they think.

recognises to be that of an MI5 agent, he is thrust

Harlequin Intrigue April 2015 - Box Set 1 of 2

into a deadly world of corruption, and a threat that's

Delores Fossen 2015-04-01 Harlequin® Intrigue

all too close to home...

brings you three new edge-of-your-seat romances

Last to Die Kate Brady 2010-09-01 A ruthless killer

for one great price, available now! This Intrigue box

hides in plain sight, someone no one believes is

set includes Reining in Justice by USA TODAY

capable of murder. Within a week, six women will

bestselling author Delores Fossen, Kansas City

be murdered, all punished for their dark pasts.

Cover-Up by USA TODAY bestselling author Julie

Detective Dani Cole is determined to track down

Miller and Agent Undercover by Lisa Childs. Catch

this serial killer whose victims include a young

a thrill with 6 new edge-of-your-seat romances

woman she pulled out of a life of crime. Her

every month from Harlequin® Intrigue!

investigation leads her to a photography foundation

Clever Fox Jeanine Pirro 2013-07-02 Prosecutor

and the renowned photographer Mitch Sheridan, a

Dani Fox finds herself amidst warring crime

man she she fell in love with years ago but has

families in the aftermath of a murdered Mafia capo's

tried to forget. Dani and Mitch are instantly

daughter. Drawing from her own past as a dynamic,

attracted to each other again, though their troubled

hard-charging district attorney and judge, Emmy

pasts keep them from getting too close. Together,

award winner Jeanine Pirro's page-turner is ripped
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from the headlines, full of gripping details,

Alliance, which stretches from the asteroid belt to

authentic thrills, and suspenseful realism that can

the Oort Cloud beyond Pluto. Resurrected following

only come from a courtroom litigator who's been in

the death of Justin Cord, the unincorporated man,

the trenches. Prosecutor Dani Fox has handled some

O'Toole has become a powerful political figure and a

gruesome homicide cases, but her investigation into

Machiavellian leader determined to win the Civil

the brutal murder of a local Mafia capo's daughter

War against the inner planets at almost any cost.

goes from tricky to downright dangerous. Although

And the war has been going badly, in part because

the victim has ties to the New Jersey Mafia, she

of the great General Trang, a fit opponent for the

was also secretly engaged in an affair with someone

brilliant J. D. Black. Choices have to be made to

from a rival New York crime family. As if squaring

abandon some of the moral principles upon which

off against two powerful crime families weren't

the revolution was founded. It is a time of great

enough, Dani suspects that the murder is more than

heroism and great betrayal, madness, sacrifice, and

a simple crime of passion, and getting to the bottom

shocking military conflict. Nothing is predictable,

of this grisly homicide puts Dani and her long-term

even the behavior of artificial intelligences. There

boyfriend, Will, in harm's way. Clever Fox has you

may be only one way out, but it is not surrender.

rooting for Dani in this deadly fight between the

At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold

ace prosecutor and an elusive and dangerous killer.

without Digital Rights Management Software

The Unincorporated Future Dani Kollin 2012-08-21

(DRM) applied.

Sandra O'Toole is the president of the Outer

Inside Israel's Northern Command Dani Asher
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2016-03-18 On October 6, 1973, Israel's Northern

evaluation that adversely affected the careers of

Command was surprised by the thunder of cannon

several high-ranking intelligence officials and the

fire and the sight of dense, black smoke. A Syrian

course of defense strategic planning thereafter.

force of 1,400 tanks supported by artillery and air

Featuring rare lists of the official citations of soldiers

power had attacked from the north while the

who were decorated for their performance in

Egyptian military invaded the Sinai Peninsula in

combat, this seminal study contributes significantly

the south. Although Israel ultimately prevailed, the

to our understanding a troubled region. -- Back

Yom Kippur War (or Ramadan War, as it is known

cover.

in Arab countries) shattered the illusion of Israeli

Armor 2009

invincibility. Inside Israel's Command offers a

Press Summary - Illinois Information Service

definitive history of the northern theater of this

Illinois Information Service 1999-10

key conflict. Led by Israel's foremost scholar of the

The Doctor's Mission Lyn Stone 2008-10-01 Dr. Nick

war, Dani Asher, the contributors--Major General

Sandro's top-secret mission: to help undercover

Yitzhak Hofi, Major General Uri Simchoni,

agent Cate Olin recover from an attempt on her life.

Brigadier General Avraham Bar David, and Colonel

The safehouse? His own apartment, where her

Hagai Mann--all held key positions during the

body—which he'd dreamed about for years—was

fighting. Together, they offer fresh insight into the

suddenly his responsibility. Nick had loved Cate

pivotal battles that changed the course of the war as

since childhood, but he'd accepted this job as a favor

well as the disastrous effects of a flawed postwar

to her family, to her boss. No way he'd cross the
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line. For a civilian, Cate's gorgeous doctor sure was

sweet-natured prince, A bona fide member of the

secretive. About giving up his career as a surgeon.

Resistance, And him. Rags. They may all be

About not letting Cate in. But when a terrorist hell-

captives in the sorcerer’s terrible scheme, but that

bent on revenge came after both of them, saving

won’t stop them from fighting back. And, sure, six

each other's lives depended on sharing everything.

unexpected allies against one wicked enemy doesn’t

The Israeli Army: 1948-1973 Edward Luttwak 1983

make for generous odds, but lucky for him, Rag’s

Master of One Jaida Jones 2020-11-10 Sinister

not generous—he’s smart. And he has a plan that

sorcery. Gallows humor. A queer romance so

just might get them out of this alive. With the heist

glorious it could be right out of fae legend itself.

and intrigue of Six of Crows and the dark fairy tale

Master of One is a fantasy unlike any other. Rags

feel of The Cruel Prince, this young adult fantasy

the thief has never met a pocket he couldn’t pick,

debut will have readers rooting for a pair of

but when he’s captured by a sorcerer with world-

reluctant heroes as they take on a world-ending fae

ending plans, he realizes even he is in over his

prophecy, a malicious royal plot, and, most

head. Forced to use his finely honed skills to nab

dangerously of all, their feelings for each other.

pieces of an ancient fae relic, Rags is stunned to

The Edge of the Sword: Israel’s War of

discover that those “relics” just happen to be people:

Independence 1947-1949 Netanel Lorch 2019-07-31

A distractingly handsome Fae prince, A too-

Netanel Lorch, who fought as an officer in

honorable Queensguard deserter, A scrappy

Jerusalem during Israel’s War of Independence and

daughter of a disgraced noble family, A deceptively

later founded the Israel Defense Forces’ Historical
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Section, offers a detailed military history of the

comment... I rate this book a splendid job of work,

years 1947-49. The book begins with the tensions of

absorbing to a student of war, a fit memorial to

the British Mandate period in Palestine, including

heroic events passing comprehension.” — The New

the international debates over proposed boundaries

York Times “... minute in its detail, meticulous in

for the new Jewish state, and examines the chaos

its completeness, matter of fact in its style... but,

that followed the British evacuation, the invasion of

professional objectivity notwithstanding, he offers a

five Arab armies supported by guerrilla fighters

penetrating insight into the passions and purposes

inside Israel, the defeat of the Arab armies, and the

that underlay this struggle.” — Herbert Kupferberg,

signing of armistice agreements at Rhodes. It

The New York Herald Tribune “Lorch... was

surveys the strength, weaknesses, equipment and

fortunate in holding a position in which he was able

manpower of Jewish and Arab forces and describes

to obtain and sift much data not normally available

the strategies and tactics used in operations launched

to the public. This he has done admirably... It is a

by all sides, together with the results of the battles

timely, comprehensive book... clearly a must for the

that led to Israel’s pre-1967 borders. “In splendidly

bookshelf of everyone who takes an interest in

crisp, frugal but always fluent narrative, Col.

military matters or in the Middle East.” — Edgar

Netanel Lorch relates how Israel won her life with

O’Ballance, The Spectator, London “... a fascinating

‘The Edge of the Sword.’ It is an apt title for this

work. The book teems with technical details and

masterly deployment of bare facts, devoid of

military terms; it gives blow by blow the story of

speculative afterthoughts, almost devoid of

every campaign, and almost every action.” —
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Marvin Lowenthal, Jewish Social Studies “Genuine

self-determination cannot be pursued

history, admirably written...” — Bernard Fergussen,

simultaneously with economic globalization and

London Daily Telegraph “[Lorch] writes with a

instead promotes customizable globalization with

clarity quite unusual in military specialists...

international rules to achieve balanced prosperity.

superbly written and fascinating.” — The Cape

Ice Shear M. P. Cooley 2014-07-22 A small town

Argus, Capetown “The most detailed and most

cop’s murder investigation turns deadly when she

searching study of this momentous little war which

uncovers a web of politics and drugs linked to an

has yet been published. It is also remarkably

outlaw motorcycle gang in this gripping debut

readable... it teaches quietly and with no brashness,

suspense novel for fans of Winter’s Bone, Frozen

a number of salutary lessons, strategic and tactical,

River, Breaking Bad, and Sons of Anarchy. As a cop

logistic and moral, which every soldier ought to

on the night shift in Hopewell Falls, New York,

ponder... Lorch’s narrative is as candid as it is well

June Lyons drives drunks home and picks up the

marshalled. He is not sparing in his criticism of

donuts. A former FBI agent, she ditched the Bureau

Israeli mistakes. He does not sneer and he does not

when her husband died, and now she and her

exult.” — Journal of the Royal United Services

young daughter are back in upstate New York,

Institution

living with her father, the town’s retired chief of

The Globalization Paradox: Democracy and the

police. When June discovers a young woman’s

Future of the World Economy Dani Rodrik

body impaled on an ice shear in the frozen Mohawk

2012-02-28 Discusses how democracy and national

River, news of the murder spreads fast; the dead
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girl was the daughter of a powerful local

review) A Newbery Honor Book A Coretta Scott

Congresswoman, and her troubled youth kept the

King Honor Book A Printz Honor Book A Time

gossips busy. Though June was born and raised in

Best YA Book of All Time (2021) A Los Angeles

Hopewell Falls, the local police see her as an

Times Book Prize Winner for Young Adult

interloper—resentment that explodes in anger

Literature Longlisted for the National Book Award

when the FBI arrive and deputize her to work on

for Young People’s Literature Winner of the

the murder investigation. But June may not find

Walter Dean Myers Award An Edgar Award

allies among the Feds. The agent heading the case is

Winner for Best Young Adult Fiction Parents’

someone from her past—someone she isn’t sure she

Choice Gold Award Winner An Entertainment

can trust. As June digs deeper, an already fraught

Weekly Best YA Book of 2017 A Vulture Best YA

case turns red-hot when it leads to a notorious biker

Book of 2017 A Buzzfeed Best YA Book of 2017 An

gang and a meth lab hidden in plain sight—and an

ode to Put the Damn Guns Down, this is New York

unmistakable sign that the river murder won’t be

Times bestselling author Jason Reynolds’s

the last.

electrifying novel that takes place in sixty potent

Long Way Down Jason Reynolds 2017-10-24 “An

seconds—the time it takes a kid to decide whether

intense snapshot of the chain reaction caused by

or not he’s going to murder the guy who killed his

pulling a trigger.” —Booklist (starred review)

brother. A cannon. A strap. A piece. A biscuit. A

“Astonishing.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

burner. A heater. A chopper. A gat. A hammer A

“A tour de force.” —Publishers Weekly (starred

tool for RULE Or, you can call it a gun. That’s what
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fifteen-year-old Will has shoved in the back

smoke from Dead Buck’s cigarette. Will doesn’t

waistband of his jeans. See, his brother Shawn was

know her, but she knew him. Knew. When they

just murdered. And Will knows the rules. No

were eight. And stray bullets had cut through the

crying. No snitching. Revenge. That’s where Will’s

playground, and Will had tried to cover her, but

now heading, with that gun shoved in the back

she was hit anyway, and so what she wants to

waistband of his jeans, the gun that was his

know, on that fifth floor elevator stop, is, what if

brother’s gun. He gets on the elevator, seventh

Will, Will with the gun shoved in the back

floor, stoked. He knows who he’s after. Or does he?

waistband of his jeans, MISSES. And so it goes, the

As the elevator stops on the sixth floor, on comes

whole long way down, as the elevator stops on each

Buck. Buck, Will finds out, is who gave Shawn the

floor, and at each stop someone connected to his

gun before Will took the gun. Buck tells Will to

brother gets on to give Will a piece to a bigger

check that the gun is even loaded. And that’s when

story than the one he thinks he knows. A story that

Will sees that one bullet is missing. And the only

might never know an END…if Will gets off that

one who could have fired Shawn’s gun was Shawn.

elevator. Told in short, fierce staccato narrative

Huh. Will didn’t know that Shawn had ever

verse, Long Way Down is a fast and furious,

actually USED his gun. Bigger huh. BUCK IS

dazzlingly brilliant look at teenage gun violence, as

DEAD. But Buck’s in the elevator? Just as Will’s

could only be told by Jason Reynolds.

trying to think this through, the door to the next

Black Shoes and Blue Water Malcolm Muir 1996

floor opens. A teenage girl gets on, waves away the

Contributions to Naval History No. 6. Presents
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Professor Muir's account of the thirty-year

attack against the Russian mob boss, she also draws

development of surface warfare capabilities,

the attention of five retired Navy Seals, who are

especially within the Navy's cruiser and destroyer

friends with her brother and always seem to show

force. Pays particular attention to the development

up wherever she is. They're made men, too. She is

of weapons, the evolution of sensors and command

completely attracted to them. But ignores it because

and control systems, and the institutional steps taken

she feels she's incapable of love. As business deals

to professionalize the surface warfare community.

turn awry, her sneaky maneuvering hits the

The American Soldier Collection 10: Compromising

Russian mob boss where it hurts, in his wallet.

Love (Siren Publishing Lovextreme Forever) Dixie

Aspen must decide between seeking that ultimate

Lynn Dwyer 2015-02-17 [Siren LoveXtreme

revenge and compromising true love, or embracing

Forever: Erotic Menage Romance,

her destiny and with it her true identity and a

M/F/M/M/M/M, light BDSM, spanking, HEA]

family tie far more dangerous then the man she's

Aspen Brooks is a fighter, a survivor set out to

set out to destroy. Note: This book contains

destroy the nightmares from her past by being a

excessive violence against the heroine by a villain.

workaholic and dominating the business field. But

** A Siren Erotic Romance

she can't seem to put the past behind her, especially

The Calculated Series: Books 1-5 K.T. Lee

once she figures out who was responsible. These are

2020-11-20 The Calculated Series is now available in

bad men. Russian mobsters who rule the streets and

one convenient collection! Strong heroines in

the businesses she's involved in. As she initiates her

STEM, formidable adversaries, and a dash of
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romance in every book. The Calculated Series:

offered by the FBI and insists on using her inside

Books 1-5 includes the following books: Calculated

knowledge to help with the investigation. Parker is

Deception (Book 1) Calculated Contagion (Book 2)

leery of bringing a civilian on to the team, but he’s

Calculated Sabotage (Book 3) Calculated Reaction

surprised at how much fun he has working with

(Book 4) Calculated Entrapment (Book 5) Calculated

Ree, even as he tries to keep her out of harm’s way.

Deception (Book 1) Dr. Ree Ryland is an

Parker, Ree, and the FBI team find increasingly

engineering professor who loves her job and plays

worrying evidence that someone is quietly

by the rules. Her life is reassuringly predictable –

acquiring everything they need to cause

until an enemy hiding in plain sight decides her

destruction on a massive scale. Now, they must

squeaky-clean reputation is the perfect cover to

uncover the motive and identity of the killer

commit a crime. When Agent Parker Landon and

hiding among Ree’s friends and colleagues before

his FBI team discover that someone at the

it’s too late. Calculated Contagion (Book 2) Dani

university has been procuring military-grade

Christensen is a vaccine researcher who has spent

hardware by disguising it as test equipment, all

her career proving she is more than just the

evidence points to Ree. After the FBI intercepts a

daughter of the company's CEO. However, as her

shipment that puts Ree in the clear, Parker is

accomplishments in contagious disease research

forced to tell her that she’s being used as a pawn by

grow, the wrong people begin to notice. When

an unseen enemy. And now she’s in that enemy’s

Dani is isolated from her colleagues at a well-

crosshairs. Ree turns down the protective detail

regarded conference in Europe, she is kidnapped
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and taken to an isolated camp in the Carpathian

her partner’s death. The CIA sends Cam Mitchell to

Mountains. CIA officers Cam Mitchell and Tyler

provide backup for Quinn — and to make sure she

Scott are sent to observe a suspicious group of armed

isn't too emotionally invested. With Cam watching

men in rural Romania. When Cam sees Dani being

her back, Quinn embeds herself at IRT. She soon

brought into the camp against her will, he and his

discovers there is more to the failed launch than

partner rescue her and bring her safely back to the

IRT has shared with the public. And someone has a

United States. The CIA initially believes Dani was

vested interest in keeping that information under

kidnapped for ransom, but they soon realize her

wraps. When the CIA finds new evidence that

kidnapper has followed her back to her lab. Now,

someone is actively sabotaging the next launch,

the CIA must work with their allies in the FBI to

they call in Parker, Ree, and Mike from the FBI to

catch Dani’s kidnapper before he releases a

help manage a growing number of loose ends.

potentially deadly contagion for his own political

However, once Cam and Quinn realize why the

gain. Calculated Sabotage (Book 3) CIA operations

rocket is being sabotaged, it puts them right in the

officer Quinn King will do whatever it takes to find

crosshairs of a killer. Calculated Reaction (Book 4)

the person who killed her partner. She follows the

Special Agent Alexis Thompson is eager to get back

evidence to Innovative Rocket Technologies, a

to work after getting shot on her last FBI

start-up company and current darling of the rocket

assignment. When she discovers that the man who

world. Their most recent launch, however, ended

ordered the hit has sent one of his spies to an

in an explosion that Quinn believes is connected to

energy research facility, Alexis convinces the CIA
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to send her to take him down. This time, Alexis is

is soon going to make her the world's greatest aunt.

bringing along her new partner, Waffle, a highly-

However, a surprise phone call from Ree forces

trained explosives detection dog. Matt Brown is a

Stefanie to reevaluate everything she thought she

former Navy SEAL who is now working as an

knew. Not only has her sister been secretly

engineering professor. He also helps his friend, CIA

moonlighting for the FBI and CIA, but Ree has also

Operations Officer Cam Mitchell, whenever his

helped thwart several dangerous attacks. And her

skills are needed. When Alexis goes undercover,

team believes that Dmitri, the man behind the

Cam sends Matt along to try to keep Alexis from

attacks, has made the OEG his next target. For CIA

coming home in a body bag. Matt and Alexis soon

Operations Officer Joey Pacelli, putting Dmitri out

discover that their enemy’s plans go far beyond

of play isn’t just his job, it’s unfinished business.

good old-fashioned espionage. With the clock

When the CIA and the FBI ask Stefanie Ryland to

ticking, Alexis and Matt must figure out how to

help them take Dmitri down, Joey travels to San

stop a dangerous explosion before they become

Francisco to protect her. Teaming up with Stefanie

collateral damage. Calculated Entrapment (Book 5)

is the perfect chance for Joey to beat his old nemesis

Stefanie Ryland is a marine biologist whose life is

at his own game. There’s just one problem – Dmitri

going exactly to plan. She’s worked her way up the

is playing by an entirely new set of rules.

corporate ladder to land her dream job at the

Daughters of the People Omnibus One Lucy Varna

Oceanic Exploration Group and has a fulfilling

2015-09-28 An ancient curse, a lost prophecy, and

personal life. Not to mention, her older sister, Ree,

the deadliest enemy a Daughter can face: Her own
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heart. In this three-book collection, three immortal

down and recover stolen artifacts, her task is

descendants of the Seven Sisters battle to save their

complicated by the attraction sparking between her

people from a curse laid down upon them nearly

and the stalwart undercover FBI agent, and by her

ten thousand years ago. Book 1: The Prophecy

own sinister heritage. Book 3: The Enemy Within

Maya Bellegarde journeys to Sweden on behalf of

Indigo Dupree and Bobby Upton are drawn into a

the People. There, she meets James Terhune, an

deadly game involving the Prophecy of Light,

attractive language expert. Together, they must

forcing Indigo to choose between her duty and her

uncover the secrets of the grave and protect them

heart. Three women, three challenges, three loves,

from an ancient enemy, and Maya must decide

at a time when the People stand at the crossroads

whether or not to trust James with her deepest

between two paths, one leading to their salvation,

secret. Book 2: Light's Bane When Daniella

the other to their utter destruction.

Nehring teams up with Dave Winstead to track
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